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ABSTRACT
Neuronal dendrites are structurally and functionally

dynamic in response to changes in afferent activity. The

fragile X mental retardation protein (FMRP) is an mRNA

binding protein that regulates activity-dependent protein

synthesis and morphological dynamics of dendrites.

Loss and abnormal expression of FMRP occur in fragile

X syndrome (FXS) and some forms of autism spectrum

disorders. To provide further understanding of how

FMRP signaling regulates dendritic dynamics, we exam-

ined dendritic expression and localization of FMRP in

the reptilian and avian nucleus laminaris (NL) and its

mammalian analogue, the medial superior olive (MSO),

in rodents and humans. NL/MSO neurons are special-

ized for temporal processing of low-frequency sounds

for binaural hearing, which is impaired in FXS. Protein

BLAST analyses first demonstrate that the FMRP amino

acid sequences in the alligator and chicken are highly

similar to human FMRP with identical mRNA-binding

and phosphorylation sites, suggesting that FMRP func-

tions similarly across vertebrates. Immunocytochemistry

further reveals that NL/MSO neurons have very high

levels of dendritic FMRP in low-frequency hearing verte-

brates including alligator, chicken, gerbil, and human.

Remarkably, dendritic FMRP in NL/MSO neurons often

accumulates at branch points and enlarged distal tips,

loci known to be critical for branch-specific dendritic

arbor dynamics. These observations support an impor-

tant role for FMRP in regulating dendritic properties of

binaural neurons that are essential for low-frequency

sound localization and auditory scene segregation, and

support the relevance of studying this regulation in non-

human vertebrates that use low frequencies in order to

further understand human auditory processing disor-

ders. J. Comp. Neurol. 522:2107–2128, 2014.
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Dendritic morphology and intrinsic properties shape

firing patterns of a neuron. Dendritic defects are among

the strongest pathological correlates with cognitive dis-

ability (Kaufmann and Moser, 2000) and are associated

with numerous neurodevelopmental disorders as well as

with neurodegeneration (McGlashan and Hoffman,

2000; Kamiya et al., 2005; Burke and Barnes, 2006;

Hayashi-Takagi et al., 2010).

Dramatic manifestation of dendritic defects associ-

ated with severe behavioral consequences is observed
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in fragile X syndrome (FXS), the leading known genetic

cause of autism spectrum disorder (reviewed in Santoro

et al., 2012). FXS patients exhibit intellectual disability

as well as sensory and motor dysfunction. FXS

is caused by trinucleotide repeat expansions of an

X-linked gene, FMR1, which results in the transcrip-

tional silencing and loss of the FMR1 protein product,

the fragile X mental retardation protein (FMRP;

reviewed in Penagarikano et al., 2007; Bagni et al.,

2012). Brains of FXS patients and FMR1 knockout mice

show abnormal morphology of dendritic spines (Rudelli

et al., 1985; Hinton et al., 1991; Comery et al., 1997;

Irwin et al., 2001, 2002; McKinney et al., 2005; Lev-

enga et al., 2011) and dendritic arborizations (Braun

and Segal, 2000; Galvez et al., 2003, 2005; Castr�en

et al., 2005; Restivo et al., 2005; Zarnescu et al., 2005;

Thomas et al., 2008; Qin et al., 2011; Scotto-

Lomassese et al., 2011; Till et al., 2012).

In the normal brain, FMRP is associated with ribo-

somes. Its apparent roles are to reversibly suppress

translation of specific mRNAs and to release mRNAs for

translation upon changes in a variety of conditions,

including changes in neural activity (Darnell et al., 2011).

Possible roles of FMRP in dendritic spines have been

extensively studied in the cortex and have been linked

to spine pruning during normal development (Comery

et al., 1997; Portera-Cailliau, 2012) and activity-

dependent synaptic plasticity via mGluR signaling (Bear

et al., 2004; Santoro et al., 2012). Abnormal spine devel-

opment and reduced synaptic plasticity in FXS brains

have been implicated in the intellectual impairments

observed in FXS individuals (reviewed in Bear et al.,

2004; Santoro et al., 2012). However, relatively little is

known about how FMRP regulates global dendritic arbori-

zation in vertebrates, and how this regulation relates to

the behavioral deficits observed in FXS individuals.

The binaural circuit specialized for low-frequency

temporal processing in the auditory brainstem provides

a functionally relevant model to address these ques-

tions. Across vertebrate species with low-frequency

hearing, from reptiles and birds to mammals including

humans, the general organization of this circuit is highly

conserved (Moore, 2000; Carr and Soares, 2002; Carr

et al., 2009; reviewed in Burger and Rubel, 2008;

Fig. 1). The nucleus magnocellularis (NM) and nucleus

laminaris (NL) in reptiles and birds, the key excitatory

nuclei of the binaural circuit, are structurally and func-

tionally similar to the mammalian ventral cochlear

nucleus (VCN) and medial superior olive (MSO), respec-

tively. NM/VCN neurons receive temporally locked exci-

tatory signals elicited by low-frequency sounds from the

auditory nerve and, in turn, send bilaterally segregated

signals to NL/MSO. Dendrites of NL and MSO neurons

segregate into two domains; each domain receives exci-

tatory input from the ipsilateral or contralateral NM/

VCN. This anatomic segregation, along with specialized

synaptic and intrinsic physiology, enable NL/MSO neu-

rons to compute interaural time differences (ITDs), i.e.,

time disparities in the arrival of signals between the

two ears, a critical binaural cue for sound localization

and segregation.

Detailed psychophysical and behavioral studies in

patients with FXS have identified impaired temporal

processing as a specific form of visual and auditory

dysfunction and have attributed such impairment to

abnormal information processing at both the cortical

and subcortical levels (Kogan et al., 2004; Hall et al.,

2009; Tobia and Woodruff-Pak, 2009; Farzin et al.,

2011; Roy et al., 2011). Remarkably, FMRP level is also

tightly associated with visual temporal performance

Figure 1. Schematic drawings of the organization of the binaural

circuit in the reptilian, avian, and mammalian auditory brainstem.

The reptilian and avian NM and NL are structurally and function-

ally similar to the mammalian VCN and MSO, respectively. The

two dendritic domains of individual bipolar neurons in NL and

MSO receive segregated excitatory inputs from the two ears.

More specifically, cochlear ganglion cells provide excitatory input

to the ipsilateral VCN in mammals and NM in reptiles and birds.

Individual VCN and NM neurons project bilaterally to the segre-

gated MSO and NL dendrites, respectively. In mammals, one col-

lateral ends on the lateral dendrites and the cell body of the

ipsilateral MSO neurons with the other collateral projecting to the

medial dendrite and the cell body of the contralateral MSO. In

birds and presumably in reptiles, this pattern is preserved, with

NM neurons projecting to the dorsal dendritic domain of the ipsi-

lateral NL and the ventral domain of the contralateral NL. Dashed

lines indicate the midline. Dorsal is up. NM, nucleus magnocellu-

laris; NL, nucleus laminaris; VCN, ventral cochlear nucleus; MSO,

medial superior olive.
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among healthy individuals (K�eri and Benedek, 2011). At

the cellular level, FMRP is required for proper dynamics

of potassium channels and rapid neuronal firing with

high temporal accuracy in the auditory brainstem

(Brown et al., 2010; Strumbos et al., 2010; reviewed in

Brown and Kaczmarek, 2011). In addition, several lines

of evidence have established VCN and MSO and their

function as prominent targets in autistic patients,

although whether these patients specifically have FXS

is mostly unknown. These lines of evidence include

abnormal organization of the superior olivary complex,

in particular the MSO (Kulesza and Mangunay, 2008;

Kulesza et al., 2011), delayed cortical responses to low-

frequency tones (Roberts et al., 2010), and difficulty of

detecting speech in noise and localizing sounds (Alc�an-

tara et al., 2004, 2012; Teder-S€alej€arvi et al., 2005).

Thus, a logical hypothesis is that FMRP regulates den-

dritic structure and intrinsic electrical properties of the

brainstem binaural neurons.

To begin to examine this hypothesis and to establish

an animal model for basic research, the current study pro-

vides genetic and anatomic evidence in support of an

important role for FMRP in regulating NL/MSO dendrites

and demonstrates the conservation of this regulation

across vertebrates. We compare the amino acid sequence

of FMRP and its subcellular dendritic localization in NL

and MSO neurons across four vertebrate species: alliga-

tor, chicken, gerbil, and human. These species are known

to have a well-developed NL or MSO, use ITDs as primary

binaural cues, and specialize in low-frequency hearing

(Moore, 2000; Higgs et al., 2002; Seidl and Grothe, 2005;

Burger and Rubel, 2008; Carr et al., 2009).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals
The brainstem tissue from three juvenile American

alligators (Alligator mississippiensis) was used for immu-

nocytochemistry. These animals were obtained from the

Rockefeller Wildlife Refuge (Grand Chenier, LA). One

brainstem block was fixed and generously provided by

Drs. Michael B. Pritz (Indiana University), Duncan B.

Leitch (Vanderbilt University), and Kenneth C. Catania

(Vanderbilt University), while the other two were pro-

vided by Dr. Catherine E. Carr (University of Maryland).

Snap-frozen tissue from the brainstem of an additional

juvenile American alligator, generously provided by

Dr. Catherine E. Carr, was used for western blot.

Seven white leghorn chicken hatchlings (Gallus gallus

domesticus; 2–10 days old) of either sex were used for

immunocytochemistry (n 5 5) and western blot (n 5 2).

Eggs were obtained from Featherland Farms (Eugene,

OR) and incubated and hatched at a University of

Washington vivarium.

Six female Mongolian gerbils (Meriones unguiculatus)

were purchased from the Charles River Laboratories

(Wilmington, MA). Two adults and two 25-day-old ger-

bils were used for immunocytochemistry. No difference

was detected in the staining pattern in MSO between

the two age groups. Two additional 25-day-old gerbils

were used for western blot. In addition, one male albino

Sprague-Dawley rat (Rattus norvegicus; 6 weeks old)

was purchased from the Harlan Laboratories (Indianapo-

lis, IN) and used for western blot.

All procedures were approved by the University of

Washington Institutional Animal Care and Use Commit-

tee and carried out in accordance with the National

Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Labo-

ratory Animals.

Human tissues
We investigated MSO in four human brainstems from

individuals ranging in age from 57 to 84 years of age

(average 75 6 6.17; 3 female and 1 male). Specimens

were obtained from donated cadavers and the Institu-

tional Review Board (IRB) granted exempt status for all

procedures. These brainstems match the following four

criteria: 1) the cause of death was not neurological or

metastatic cancer affecting the brainstem; 2) there

were no signs of degenerative disease; 3) there were

no signs of brainstem pathology, trauma, or vascular

compromise; and 4) the brainstems were preserved

within 24 hours of death.

Antibody characterization
Three primary antibodies were used for western blot

and immunocytochemistry. The optimal primary anti-

body concentration was obtained by running a series of

concentration tests to avoid floor or ceiling truncation,

including a negative control by omitting primary anti-

body. Immunogen, host species, clone type, manufac-

turer’s information, as well as dilution used for each

antibody in each species are listed in Table 1.

Rabbit polyclonal anti-FMRP was raised against syn-

thetic peptide conjugated to KLH derived from within

residues 550 to the C-terminal of human FMRP. The

amino acid sequence of the exact antigen is highly simi-

lar between the alligator, chicken, and human FMRP.

The specificity of the antibody was verified by western

blot on a number of rat and human cell lines (manufac-

turer’s data sheet), as well as on mouse brain tissue

(Darnell et al., 2011). The antibody specificity was fur-

ther tested by western blot in the current study on

brain tissues collected from the alligator, chicken, and

FMRP localization in NL/MSO dendrites
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gerbil, using mouse and rat brain tissue as positive con-

trols (see Results).

Mouse monoclonal anti-microtubule associated pro-

tein 2 (MAP2) detects endogenous levels of MAP2a and

MAP2b protein, a neuronal marker that associates with

microtubules, neurofilaments, and actin filaments.

According to the manufacturer’s data sheet, anti-MAP2

recognizes rat, mouse, and chicken MAP2 as 200–300

kDa bands on western blots. This antibody has been

used as a somatodendritic marker in the chicken brain

(Wang et al., 2009; McBride et al., 2013). The staining

pattern in the current study is comparable to that

reported in these studies.

Rabbit polyclonal anti-b-actin was used as a loading

control in western blot analysis. The immunogen is syn-

thetic peptide derived from within residues 1–100 of

human b-actin. The specificity of the antibody was

tested by western blot on human cells and mouse brain

(manufacturer’s data sheet) and on alligator, chicken,

and gerbil brains in the current study.

Western blot
Protein samples were harvested from the brainstem

of the alligator, chicken, and gerbil, as well as from the

olfactory bulb of the mouse and the cortex of the rat.

All samples were sonicated in Tris buffer (20 mM Tris,

pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, and 2 mM EDTA) with protease

inhibitor (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) and centrifuged at

2,300 xg for 10 minutes. The supernatant was collected

and sampled for Bradford protein assay (Bio-Rad, Her-

cules, CA). Each sample (10 lg or 30 lg protein) was

diluted in 63 Laemli buffer (300 mM Tris, pH 6.8, 600

mM DTT, 12% SDS, 0.6% bromophenol blue, and 60%

glycerol), incubated at 65�C for 1 hour, subjected to

sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophore-

sis (SDS-PAGE) on 10% gel, and transferred to PVDF

membrane. Membranes were incubated in 5% milk in

phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) with 0.1% Tween for 1

hour, primary antibody solution (anti-FMRP, 1:2,000;

anti-b-actin, 1:1,000) for 2 hours, and secondary anti-

body solution (horseradish peroxidase [HRP]-conjugated

donkey-anti-rabbit, 1:200,000; Jackson ImmunoRe-

search Laboratories, West Grove, PA) with 2% milk for 1

hour. The blots were then developed with Immobilon

chemiluminescent HRP substrate (Millipore, Billerica,

MA) and x-ray film. Blots were stripped with Restore

buffer (Bio-Rad) between different primary antibody

stains.

Immunocytochemistry on nonhuman
brainstems

Chickens and gerbils were transcardially perfused

with 0.9% saline followed by 4% paraformaldehyde in

0.1 M phosphate buffer (PB). The brains were removed

from the skull, postfixed overnight in the same fixative,

and transferred to 30% sucrose in 0.1 M PB with 0.02%

sodium azide. For the alligator, following perfusion with

4% paraformaldehyde, the brainstem was blocked, post-

fixed, embedded in gelatin, and stored in a mixture of

30% sucrose and 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.01 M PBS.

All brains and brainstem blocks were then sectioned

in the coronal plane at 30 lm on a freezing sliding

microtome. Each section was collected in PBS with

0.02% sodium azide. Alternate serial sections were

stained for Nissl substance or immunocytochemically

for FMRP and MAP2 (used as a somatodendritic

marker) as described previously (Wang et al., 2009).

Briefly, free-floating sections were incubated with pri-

mary antibody solutions diluted in PBS with 0.3% Triton

X-100 overnight at 4�C, followed by biotinylated anti-

IgG antibodies (1:200; Vector Laboratories, Burlingame,

CA) or AlexaFluor secondary antibodies (1:200; Molecu-

lar Probes, Eugene, OR) for 2 hours at room tempera-

ture. For peroxidase staining of single antibody,

sections were incubated in avidin-biotin-peroxidase

complex solution (ABC Elite kit; Vector Laboratories)

diluted 1:100 in PBS with 0.3% Triton X-100 for 1 hour

at room temperature. Sections were incubated for 3–7

TABLE 1.

Primary Antibodies and Their Dilutions Used on Brainstem Tissue of the Alligator (a), Chicken (c), Gerbil (g),

Rat (r), and Human (h)

Antigen

Host, monoclonal or

polyclonal, dilution

Manufacturer,

catalog number

FMRP Synthetic peptide conjugated to KLH derived from
within residues 550 to the c-terminus of human
FMRP. Contact Abcam for the immunogen
sequence.

Rabbit, polyclonal, 1:300 (a), 1:500
(g, r), 1:750 (h), 1:1,000 (c)

Abcam (Cambridge, MA),
ab17722

MAP2 Bovine brain MAP2 (aa 997–1332) Mouse, monoclonal, 1:1,000 (all
species)

EMD Millipore (Billerica,
MA), MAB3418

b-actin Synthetic peptide derived from within residues
1–100 of human b-actin

Rabbit, polyclonal, 1:1,000 (all
species)

Abcam, ab8227

Y. Wang et al.
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minutes in 0.015% 3-30-diaminobenzidine (Sigma) with

0.03% hydrogen peroxide, 125 mM sodium acetate, 10

mM imidazole, and 100 mM nickel ammonium sulfate.

Sections were mounted on gelatin-coated slides and

then dehydrated, cleared, and coverslipped with DPX

mounting medium (EMS, Hatfield, PA). For double fluo-

rescent staining, sections were mounted following the

secondary antibody incubation and coverslipped with

Fluoromount-G (SouthernBiotech, Birmingham, AL).

Immunocytochemistry on human brainstems
Human brainstems were dissected from the skull

within 24 hours of death and postfixed for at least two

weeks in 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M PB. Brainstems

were then placed in a solution of 30% sucrose and 4%

paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M PB until they were saturated

(about 2 weeks). Brainstems were sectioned in the hori-

zontal plane on a freezing microtome at 40 lm and col-

lected free-floating in PB. Every tissue section was

collected beginning from the pontobulbar body and

extending rostrally to the exit of the trigeminal nerve.

Alternating series of sections were stained for Nissl

(Giemsa; I~niguez et al., 1985; see Kulesza, 2007) or for

immunocytochemistry.

For FMRP immunocytochemistry, endogenous peroxi-

dase activity was quenched by 1.5% hydrogen peroxide

in PB and cells were permeabilized in 0.5% Triton X-

100. Sections were blocked for 45–60 minutes in 1%

normal donkey serum and then incubated for at least

20 hours at room temperature with primary antibody

solutions diluted in 1% normal donkey serum in PB.

Sections were then rinsed and incubated for at least 2

hours in biotinylated secondary antibody (1:100; Vector

Laboratories) followed by an incubation in avidin-biotin

complex solution for 2 hours. The chromagen reaction

was developed in a solution of 0.05% diaminobenzidine

and 0.01% hydrogen peroxide with heavy metal intensi-

fication (Adams, 1981). Finally, sections were mounted

on glass slides, counterstained with Neutral Red, and

sealed under coverslips with Permount (Fisher Scien-

tific, Pittsburgh, PA).

Cell filling in fixed sections
Individual NL neurons in the chicken were dye-filled as

described previously (Wang and Rubel, 2012). Briefly, 50-

lm-thick sections containing NL neurons were prepared

from a fixed chicken brainstem. Individual neurons in NL

were filled with AlexaFluor 488 dextran (Invitrogen,

Eugene, OR) using electroporation. Fluorescent immuno-

cytochemistry for FMRP was then performed as

described above on sections containing dye-filled neu-

rons. Filled neurons and FMRP immunoreactivity were

imaged using confocal microscopy (Fluoview 1000; Olym-

pus, Center Valley, PA). Following deconvolution of the

image stacks, neuronal morphology and FMRP immuno-

reactivity were surface rendered and visualized using

Huygens Professional software (Scientific Volume Imag-

ing, Hilversum, North Holland, Netherlands).

Quantitative analyses
Two quantitative analyses were conducted in the alli-

gator (n 5 1), chicken (n 5 4), and gerbil (n 5 3). All

measurements were made from sections with fluores-

cent double labeling for FMRP and MAP2 immunoreac-

tivities. The two channels were imaged sequentially

using an Olympus FV-1000 confocal microscope to

avoid bleed-through between channels.

Regional comparison
This analysis is to compare the level of FMRP staining

between the dendritic layers of NL/MSO and the sur-

rounding dendrite-rich regions in the brainstem, the lat-

ter referred to as the "reference region" here. This

reference region is the adjacent ventral brainstem area

in the alligator (see box in Fig. 4A as an example) and

chicken (see box c in Fig. 8A) and the brainstem

regions just dorsal to the superior olivary complex in

the gerbil (see box c in Fig. 12A). In all cases, compari-

sons were made within the same tissue section to

avoid possible inconsistencies caused by variations in

immunostaining. MAP2 staining was used in this analy-

sis as an approximate indicator of the density of dendri-

tic branches in a given region.

For each animal, NL or MSO was divided into three

portions along its rostrocaudal axis. One section was

chosen from each portion. For each section, three

areas in the NL/MSO dendritic layers and three addi-

tion areas in the reference regions were chosen.

Images of both FMRP and MAP2 channels were taken

from these six areas at a total magnification of 8003.

For each image, the average optical density of labeling

was measured for each channel in the ImageJ software

(v. 1.38X; National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD).

The ratio of the optical density of FMRP to MAP2 chan-

nels was calculated for each area and used as individ-

ual data points for comparison between the NL/MSO

dendritic layers and the adjacent reference regions

using a two-tailed Student’s t-test (see Fig. 6A;

P< 0.05 was considered statistically significant). In

addition, the mean of the ratio was calculated across

all three areas of the reference region in the same sec-

tion and used as the standard to which the ratio of the

optical density in NL/MSO dendritic layers of the same

section was normalized. This calculation is described by

the following formula with OD representing optical

density:

FMRP localization in NL/MSO dendrites
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relative FMRP=MAP2 intensity ratio 5ðFMRP OD NL=

MAP2 OD NL =mean FMRP OD reference =MAP2 OD reference Þ

Each relative FMRP/MAP2 intensity ratio was used

as a single data point and compiled across all imaged

NL regions from all animals for each species. A value

greater or smaller than 1 means the FMRP/MAP2 ratio

in NL/MSO is greater or smaller than that in surround-

ing areas, and thus indicates a higher or lower concen-

tration of FMRP per dendritic branch in NL/MSO than

in the surrounding areas.

FMRP localization index
The purpose of this analysis is to quantify the degree of

FMRP accumulation at branch points and enlarged distal

tips relative to FMRP localization along dendritic shafts.

MAP2 staining was used to identify individual branch

points and enlarged distal tips that are a continuation of

a portion of the proximal dendritic shaft within the same

tissue section. The total number of samples analyzed was

32–45 for each species, with the sampling sizes for each

structure (branch points or enlarged distal tips) indicated

in Figure 6B,C. For each isolated dendritic structure, the

average optical density of FMRP labeling was measured

in ImageJ software within a round window placed within

the branch point, within the enlarged portion of the distal

tips or along the proximal dendritic shaft. The size of the

window is 0.5–4.9 lm in diameter, depending on the

diameter of the dendritic branch and the size of the

branch point or enlarged distal tips. Following the sub-

traction of the background optical density measured from

a dendrite-free region in the same section, these optical

intensities were used as individual data points for com-

parison between the branch points (or enlarged distal

tips) and the proximal dendrites of the same branches

using a two-tailed Student’s t-test (P< 0.05 was consid-

ered statistically significant). In addition, localization index

was calculated as the difference in the optical intensity

between a branch point (or enlarged distal tips) and its

proximal shaft normalized to the sum of the two inten-

sities. This calculation is described by the following for-

mula with OD representing optical density:

localization index 5 ðOD BP or TE – OD shaft =

OD BP or TE 1 OD shaft Þ

BP and TE in the formula indicate branch point and

enlarged distal tips, respectively. The localization index

was averaged and graphed using a box-and-whisker

plot for each structural type and species.

Imaging
Digital images of selected sections were captured

with a Zeiss Axioplan microscope and collected in Slide-

Book (Intelligent Imaging Innovations, Denver, CO) or by

using confocal microscopy (Fluoview 1000; Olympus).

Image brightness, gamma, and contrast adjustments, as

well as photomontages, were performed in Adobe Pho-

toshop (Adobe Systems, Mountain View, CA). All adjust-

ments were applied equally to each entire tissue

section.

RESULTS

Comparison of FMRP amino acid sequence
Amino acid sequences of the chicken and human

FMRP were obtained from the NCBI-UniGene website

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/unigene). The raw sequence

file of the alligator (Alligator mississippiensis) genome was

provided by the International Crocodilian Genomes Work-

ing Group (St John et al., 2012; downloaded from ftp://

ftp.crocgenomes.org/pub/alligator.current/). The alligator

FMRP was first assembled from the alligator genome by

BLAST analysis using the chicken FMRP sequence (Gator-

a in Fig. 2). Similar to humans, chickens and alligators

have two paralogs, FMR1 and FMR2, and three FMR1-like

genes, including the FMR1 ortholog and two FXR (fragile X

mental retardation syndrome-related protein) genes.

Deduced amino acid sequences of FMRP in the alligator

and chicken are very similar to the human sequence,

except for the lack of sequences corresponding to human

FMR1 exons 11 or 12 (magenta line in Fig. 2). The puta-

tive phosphorylation sites in human FMRP are completely

conserved in alligators and chickens. In addition, the RGG

box and KH domains, known mRNA-binding sites of the

human FMRP, are nearly identical in alligators and

chickens.

To detect potential exons of the alligator FMR1 that

are not present in the chicken sequence, we used the

Genscan Web Server at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology (MIT) as an additional method to predict

the alligator FMRP. Genscan predicts that the alligator

FMRP has a long extension at the amino-terminus,

and/or a longer sequence in the middle of the protein

(Gator-b in Fig. 2). Both possibilities seem reasonable,

as some human FMRP transcripts include an additional

50 exon encoding an amino-terminal extension, and a

variably spliced exon corresponding to the location

where the long additional alligator exon is predicted in

different species, based on ESTs (Expressed Sequence

Tags) in the GenBank database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.

nih.gov/genbank).

Based on the ESTs available, we further compared

splice variants between chicken and human FMRP. Sim-

ilar to the human, deletion of the first part of exon 17

is common in chicken. Both chicken and human FMRPs

have splice variants that eliminate the phosphorylation

Y. Wang et al.
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sites in exon 15 and splice variants that incorporate an

exon encoding only four amino acids followed by a stop

codon which produces a protein that is truncated

immediately after the first KH domain. Chicken FMRP

sometimes lacks exon 4, which is not reported in

humans. On the other hand, we have not found a

chicken transcript that deletes the nuclear export signal

encoded by exon 14, as found in variants detected in

humans and mice (Brackett et al., 2013).

Western blot analyses
Western blot immunoassay verifies the specificity of

the anti-FMRP antibody used in the current study in the

alligator, chicken, gerbil, mouse, and rat. The results

shown in Figure 3 illustrate a common band (�80 kDa)

recognized in mouse, rat, and gerbil, corresponding to

the FMRP previously identified in the mouse using the

same antibody (Darnell et al., 2011). The rat and gerbil

FMRPs show an additional band at a slightly lower

molecular weight (�70 kDa). A 70-kDa band is the

major band recognized in the chicken, probably reflect-

ing the lack of sequence corresponding to the mamma-

lian exons 11 and 12 (of predicted molecular weight:

7.4 kDa). The alligator FMRP exhibits two detectable

bands, a weak band at 70 kDa and a strong band at a

higher molecular weight (�90 kDa). The 90 kDa band

Figure 2. Amino acid alignment of the alligator, chicken, and human FMRP. Identical and different amino acids across sequences are high-

lighted in yellow and cyan, respectively. Gator-a is the alligator sequence assembled by screening the alligator genome with the chicken

sequence. Gator-b is the alligator sequence predicted by Genscan. Compared to Gator-a, Gator-b contains a long extension at the amino-

terminus and a large sequence in the middle of the protein (amino acids in red). The 66-amino-acid gap in the chicken and Gator-a

sequences, indicated by a magenta line, corresponds to exon 11 and 12 of the human sequence. KH domain and RGG box are designated

by boxes, while phosphorylation sites are highlighted in gray. The GxxG motifs within the KH domain are indicated in bold.
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may result from the long amino-terminus extension (of

predicted molecular weight: 20.0 kDa) or additional

exon (of predicted molecular weight: 16.3 kDa) of the

alligator FMRP as predicted by Genscan.

In addition to these bands within the predicted

molecular weight range, bands around 30 kDa or 180

kDa were also detected, in particular on the mammalian

tissues. Some of these extra bands have been reported

on human Hela cells and mouse brain (manufacturer’s

data sheet), but their identities are unknown.

FMRP immunoreactivity in the alligator NL
As observed in the low-power image (Fig. 4A), the

alligator NM and NL show very high levels of FMRP

immunoreactivity, distinct from the majority of other

regions in the brainstem. NM and NL contain darkly

labeled cell bodies and neuropil regions. In contrast,

the more ventrally located brainstem regions contain

mostly lightly stained cell bodies and neuropil, although

these regions are rich in dendrites as indicated by

MAP2 staining (Fig. 4B,C).

Within NL, neurons are arranged in a laminar pattern

with multiple layers of cell bodies in the caudolateral

NL (Fig. 5G) and a single layer of cell bodies in the

more rostral and medial portions of the nucleus (Fig.

5H). Dendrites of NL neurons are segregated into dor-

sal and ventral layers, separated by the cell bodies (Fig.

5A–C). The thickness of the dendritic layers decreases

gradually from caudolateral to rostromedial. Within the

Figure 3. Western blot assay of anti-FMRP on brain tissues from

the mouse, rat, gerbil, chicken, and alligator. Molecular weight

standards (left) were used to determine relative sizes of labeled

protein bands. Arrows point to the bands of FMRP within pre-

dicted molecular weight range. The membrane was stripped and

reblotted for b-actin to assess loading. Approximate amount of

total protein loaded is 10 lg for the mouse, rat, and gerbil lanes

and 30 lg for the chicken and alligator lanes.

Figure 4. High intensity of FMRP immunoreactivity in the alligator NL. A: Low-power image of FMRP immunoreactivity in the caudodorsal

brainstem of the alligator. Dorsal is up and medial is right. NM and NL contain dramatically higher levels of FMRP immunoreactivity compared

to the majority of other regions in the brainstem. The box indicates the approximate brainstem region used for the quantitative analysis in

Figure 6A. B,C: Higher-power images of FMRP (B) and MAP2 (C) staining. B and C were taken from a double-labeled section that is adjacent

to the section illustrated in A. The intensity of FMRP immunoreactivity in NL is notably higher than that in the adjacent ventral brainstem

(v. brainstem) that contains a high level of MAP2-stained dendritic branches. Dashed lines outline the boundary of NL in A and the borders

between NL and the ventral brainstem in B,C. See Figure 5 for closer views. Scale bars 5 500 lm in A; 200 lm in B (applies to B,C).
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dendritic layers, the density of MAP2-stained dendritic

branches exhibits a clear gradient, with the caudolateral

NL having more dendritic branches per area than the

rostromedial portion of the nucleus. High-power images

reveal that the caudolateral NL is mostly composed of

thin, highly-branched dendrites, while neurons situated

more rostrally and medially have less branched den-

drites of relatively larger diameters (Fig. 5I–L).

FMRP immunostaining in the alligator NL is intense in

both cell bodies and throughout the dendritic layers (Fig.

5D–F). Double labeling of FMRP and MAP2 confirms that

each MAP2-stained cell body contains FMRP immunore-

activity and the majority of FMRP immunoreactivity in

the dendritic layers overlaps with MAP2-stained dendritic

branches. Accompanying the gradient of dendritic branch

density, the average intensity of FMRP immunoreactivity

decreases from caudolateral to rostromedial. The most

caudolateral region of NL is characterized by a very high

density of small FMRP puncta (Fig. 5M,N). In more ros-

tral and medial portions of NL, the density of FMRP

puncta gradually decreases, while the size of individual

FMRP puncta gradually increases (Fig. 5O). In the most

rostral tip of the nucleus, FMRP immunoreactivity

appears distributed relatively more uniformly along indi-

vidual dendritic branches (Fig. 5P).

Quantitative analyses indicate that the ratio of optical

density between FMRP and MAP2 staining is signifi-

cantly higher in NL dendritic layers than in the

Figure 5. Dendritic organization and FMRP immunostaining in the alligator NL. A–C: Immunostaining for MAP2 in the caudal (A), middle

(B), and rostral (C) NL. Dashed lines outline the boundaries of NL. Note the gradient of dendritic extension and branch density along the

caudolateral and rostromedial axis of the nucleus. D–F: Immunostaining for FMRP in sections adjacent to those in A–C. Arrows in E indi-

cate an array of FMRP-containing neurons along the dorsal edge of the NL. G–H: Nissl staining illustrates the multiple layers of cell bodies

in the caudolateral NL (G) and the single cell layer in the rostromedial NL (H). I–J: Closer views of the boxes in A–C show the gradient of

dendritic branch density from caudolateral to rostromedial. M–P: Closer views of the boxes in D–F show varying patterns of FMRP staining

in the dendritic layers from caudolateral to rostromedial. Dorsal is up and medial is right. Scale bars 5 200 lm in F (applies to A–F); 100

lm in H (applies to G,H); 50 lm in P (applies to I–P).
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surrounding brainstem regions (Fig. 6A; paired t-test,

P< 0.0001, n 5 18). The relative FMRP/MAP2 ratio,

calculated as the FMRP/MAP2 ratio in NL dendritic

layers divided by the ratio in the surrounding brainstem,

is 2.85 6 0.56 (mean 6 SD, n 5 9), indicating that the

optical intensity of FMRP immunoreactivity in NL den-

drites is 2–3-fold higher than in neuronal dendrites of

the surrounding brainstem.

High-power images reveal substantial FMRP immuno-

reactivity throughout NL dendritic branches. FMRP

immunoreactive particles often form clusters, showing a

complementary pattern to that of MAP2 immunoreactiv-

ity (Fig. 7). That is, FMRP clusters tend to accumulate

within dendritic compartments that have relatively low

levels of MAP2. Many of these compartments are

branch points (Fig. 7A–E) and enlarged distal tips (Fig.

7F–J) but some are also found to be swellings along the

main dendritic shafts. This complementary accumulation

pattern of FMRP is less dramatic in the rostral NL, giv-

ing rise to a relatively continuous staining pattern of

FMRP along dendritic branches (Fig. 5F,P).

The average optical intensity of FMRP labeling at a

branch point or enlarged distal tips is significantly

higher than in its proximal dendritic shaft (Fig. 6B,C;

paired t-test; for branch points: P< 0.0001, n 5 17; for

enlarged distal tips: P< 0.0001, n 5 16). To further

evaluate this accumulation pattern, we calculated the

localization index, i.e., normalized FMRP intensity at a

branch point or enlarged distal tips relative to that in

its proximal dendritic shaft (Fig. 6D). A positive index

indicates a stronger localization of FMRP staining at a

branch point or enlarged distal tip than the main shaft.

The maximal value of an index is 1 when no FMRP pro-

teins present in main dendritic shafts. Among all

sampled dendritic structures, 88% branch points (15 in

17) and 100% enlarged distal tips (16 in 16) have a

positive localization index. The average mean localiza-

tion index across all samples is 0.45 6 0.34

(mean 6 SD, n 5 17) for branch points and 0.65 6 0.23

(mean 6 SD, n 5 16) for enlarged distal tips.

FMRP immunoreactivity in the chicken NL
The organization of the chicken NL is similar to the

alligator, a three-layer configuration with two dendritic

layers separated by a single cell layer of somata (Smith

Figure 6. Quantitative analyses of FMRP immunoreactivity in NL and MSO. A: FMRP/MAP2 intensity ratio in NL/MSO dendritic layers

(solid) and the surrounding brainstem regions (empty) for each species. Error bars are SD. ***P< 0.0001. B: Average optical intensity of

FMRP staining at branch points (solid) and the proximal dendritic shafts (empty) of the same branches. Number on each bar indicates the

number of sampled branches for each species. Error bars are SD. *P< 0.05. ***P< 0.0001. C: Average optical intensity of FMRP staining

at enlarged distal tips (solid) and the proximal dendritic shafts (empty) of the same branches. Number on each bar indicates the number

of sampled terminals for each species. Error bars are SD; **P< 0.001. ***P< 0.0001. D: Box-and-whisker plot of localization index for

branch points and enlarged distal tips in each species. The bottom and top of the box are the first and third quartiles, and the band inside

the box is the second quartile (the median). Whiskers present 5–95 percentile, while outliers are indicated by black dots. Localization

index is calculated as the difference in the optical intensity between a branch point (or enlarged distal tip) and its proximal shaft normal-

ized to the sum of the two intensities. A positive localization index indicates a higher level of FMRP in a branch point (or enlarged distal

tip) than in the proximal shaft. A, alligator; C, chicken; G, gerbil.
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and Rubel, 1979; Wang and Rubel, 2008; Fig. 8A,B). NL

neurons in chickens exhibit intense FMRP immunoreac-

tivity in the cytoplasm and throughout the dorsal and

ventral dendritic layers (Fig. 8D,E). Again, a much

higher intensity of FMRP labeling in NL dendritic layers

than other dendrite-rich regions in the ventral brainstem

is observed (Fig. 8C–F) and quantitatively confirmed

(Fig. 6A; paired t-test, P< 0.0001, n 5 18). The relative

FMRP/MAP2 ratio in the chicken NL is 1.99 6 0.52

(mean 6 SD, n 5 9), indicating on average a 2-fold

dendritic FMRP density in NL when compared to the

surrounding ventral brainstem. No substantial immuno-

reactivity for FMRP is detected in the immediate adja-

cent regions of NL that are rich in glial cells and axons

(stars in Fig. 8D).

Although NL exhibits a gradient of dendritic extension

from the soma along the caudorostral axis in both the

chicken and alligator, in contrast to alligator, the

Figure 7. Subcellular localization of FMRP in NL dendrites of the alligator. A–E: FMRP accumulation at a branch point. Note the relatively

lower level of MAP2 staining at the branch point. A–D is an image series from different single focus planes while E is the maximum z pro-

jection of these images. The first column (A–D) is the merged images of the second (A1–D1) and third (A2–D2) columns. White lines in E,

E1, and E2 outline the dendritic branch. F–J: FMRP accumulation at a distal ending. Note the ending is characterized with an enlarged

bulge (white arrow) and contains a relatively lower level of MAP2 staining. F–I is an image series from different single focus planes, while

J is the maximum z projection of these images. The first column (F–I) is the merged images of the second (F1–I1) and third (F2–I2) col-

umns. White lines in J, J1, and J2 outline the dendritic branch. Scale bars 5 5 lm in E2 (applies to A–E2); 5 lm in J2 (applies to F–J2).
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chicken NL does not vary significantly in the average

density or the diameter of dendritic branches along the

axis (Fig. 9A,D,G). Consistently, the distribution pattern

and the average intensity of dendritic FMRP immuno-

staining in the chicken NL are comparable throughout

the nucleus (Fig. 9B,E,H). Double labeling of FMRP and

MAP2 confirms that the majority of FMRP immunoreac-

tivity overlaps with MAP2-stained dendritic branches

(Figs. 9C,F,I, 10). The complementary pattern of FMRP

and MAP2 within dendritic compartments is more dra-

matic in the chicken than in the alligator. Throughout the

chicken NL, dendritic FMRP clusters are consistently

localized within or very close to branch points (Fig. 10A–

E) and enlarged distal tips (Fig. 10F–J). The average opti-

cal intensity of FMRP labeling at a branch point or

enlarged distal tip is significantly higher than in its proxi-

mal dendritic shaft (Fig. 6B,C; paired t-test; for branch

points: P< 0.0001, n 5 24; for enlarged distal tips:

P< 0.0001, n 5 21). Among all quantified dendritic struc-

tures, 100% branch points (24 in 24) and 95% enlarged

distal tips (20 in 21) have a positive localization index

(Fig. 6D). The average localization index across all sam-

ples is 0.50 6 0.25 (mean 6 SD, n 5 24) for branch

points and 0.63 6 0.31 (mean 6 SD, n 5 21) for enlarged

distal tips. Again, MAP2 level in these FMRP cluster-

containing compartments is usually low compared to

other portions of the same dendritic branches.

To better visualize the localization pattern of FMRP in

NL dendrites, we mapped FMRP immunoreactivity on

individual NL neurons filled with a fluorescent dye (Fig.

11). Although FMRP immunoreactivity is detected

throughout dye-filled dendritic branches, the majority of

FMRP immunoreactivity is distributed within or very

close to enlarged distal tips and branch points. In addi-

tion, the majority of filled branch points and enlarged

distal tips contain intense FMRP clusters.

FMRP immunoreactivity in the gerbil MSO
Unlike most other rodents, gerbils are specialized for

low-frequency hearing and have a well-developed MSO.

The gerbil MSO is situated in the ventral brainstem,

Figure 8. Low-power images of FMRP immunostaining in the chicken NL. A–C: Immunostaining for MAP2 in a section containing the cau-

dal NL. B,C are the closer views of the boxes in A. D–F: Immunostaining for FMRP taken from the same region of the same section as A–

C. E,F are the closer views of the boxes in D. Strong FMRP immunoreactivity is distributed throughout NL in both cell bodies and dendritic

layers. FMRP intensity in NL dendritic layers (E) is much higher than the surrounding areas of ventral brainstem (F) which contains a com-

parable density of dendritic branches assessed by MAP2 staining (B,C). Dashed lines in F outline two stained cell bodies. Dorsal is up and

medial is right. Scale bars 5 100 lm in D (applies to A,D); 50 lm in F (applies to B,C and E,F).
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surrounded by other auditory nuclei of the superior oli-

vary complex (SOC; Fig. 12A). Similar to the alligator

and chicken NL, the gerbil MSO exhibits a three-layer

architecture with the lateral and medial dendritic layers

separated by the cell body layer (Fig. 12B). In low-

power images, the average intensity of FMRP immuno-

reactivity is notably higher in MSO and other SOC

nuclei than in surrounding brainstem regions situated

more dorsally (Fig. 12D). Closer views reveal a higher

intensity of FMRP immunoreactivity within the dendritic

layers of MSO than in the dorsal brainstem, which has

a high density of MAP2-stained dendritic branches (Fig.

12B,C,E,F). Quantitative analyses again confirm that the

FMRP/MAP2 ratio in MSO dendritic layers is signifi-

cantly higher than that in the brainstem regions of the

same section, but outside the auditory pathways (Fig.

6A; paired t-test, P< 0.0001, n 5 18). The relative

FMRP/MAP2 ratio is 2.51 6 0.55 (mean 6 SD, n 5 18).

The vast majority of MSO neurons contain strong

somatic staining, although occasionally some unstained

neurons are seen.

Within the MSO dendritic layers, FMRP immunoreactiv-

ity overlaps with MAP2-stained dendritic branches (Fig.

13). Since the dendritic arborization of individual MSO

neurons in gerbils is larger than and not as flat as in

chicken NL neurons, branch points and enlarged distal

tips are less frequently captured on single coronal sec-

tions. It is important to note that, similar to the alligator

and chicken NL, FMRP immunoreactivity in the gerbil

MSO is detected throughout dendritic branches. In some

branches, FMRP immunoreactivity exhibits a relatively

uniform distribution with comparable intensities in

branch points (or distal endings) and dendritic shafts

(Fig. 13D–F). However, it is also clear that FMRP is usu-

ally not uniformly distributed along dendritic branches.

Branch points and enlarged distal tips, identified on the

basis of MAP2 immunoreactivity, often display dispropor-

tionally intense labeling for FMRP protein (Fig. 13A–C).

Quantitatively, the average optical intensity of FMRP

labeling at a branch point or enlarged distal tip is signifi-

cantly higher than in its proximal dendritic shaft across

all sampled branches (Fig. 6B,C; paired t-test; for branch

Figure 9. Dendritic gradient and localization pattern of FMRP immunoreactivity in the chicken NL. Images were taken from the caudal (A–C),

middle (D–F), and rostral (G–I) NL. The first (A,D,G) and second (B,E,H) columns are single channels of MAP2 and FMRP immunostaining,

respectively, while the most right column (C,F,I) are merged images. Note the gradient of dendritic extension from the somata from caudolat-

eral to rostromedial. The majority of FMRP immunoreactivity in the dendritic layers forms clusters and overlaps with MAP2-stained dendritic

branches. Arrowheads and arrows indicate branch points and enlarged distal tips, respectively. Scale bar 5 20 lm in I (applies to A–I).
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points: P 5 0.03, n 5 16; for enlarged distal tips:

P 5 0.009, n 5 16). Among all samples, 75% branch

points (12 in 16) and 88% enlarged distal tips (14 in 16)

show an accumulation of FMRP as indicated by a posi-

tive localization index (Fig. 6D). The average localization

index across all samples is 0.20 6 0.24 (mean 6 SD,

n 5 16) for branch points and 0.34 6 0.35 (mean 6 SD,

n 5 16) for enlarged distal tips.

An observed difference in our preparations between

the gerbil MSO and the alligator and chicken NL is that

MAP2 staining in gerbil is relatively uniform along den-

dritic branches. Thus, the complementary pattern of

FMRP and MAP2 immunoreactivities found in the alliga-

tor and chicken NL is not as clearly evident in the ger-

bil MSO.

FMRP immunoreactivity in the human MSO
The MSO is the largest, most conspicuous, and most

densely populated nucleus within the human SOC. As

in the chicken NL and the gerbil MSO, the human MSO

exhibits a clear three-layer architecture in horizontal

sections, consisting of a centrally located column of

mostly fusiform and stellate somata which give rise to

both medially and laterally situated dendritic fields. The

vast majority of human MSO neurons are FMRP-

immunoreactive (Fig. 14). However, some FMRP-

negative somata appear randomly arranged within the

nucleus and encompass all morphologies (fusiform, stel-

late, and round). The average intensity of FMRP immu-

noreactivity in the dendritic layers is much higher

compared to the surrounding regions of the brainstem.

Due to technical difficulties, we did not successfully vis-

ualize human MSO dendrites with MAP2 immunocyto-

chemistry. However, high-power images demonstrate

that FMRP immunoreactivity is distributed along individ-

ual dendritic branches including primary dendrites and

higher-order dendritic profiles on either side of the

MSO cell layers.

Figure 10. Subcellular localization of FMRP and MAP2 in NL dendrites of the chicken. A–E: FMRP accumulation at a branch point in con-

trast to the relatively low FMRP intensity in the dendritic shafts of the same and adjacent branches. Note the relatively lower level of

MAP2 staining at the branch point. A–D is an image series from different single focus planes while E is the maximum z projection of these

images. The first column (A–D) is the merged images of the second (A1–D1) and third (A2–D2) columns. White lines in E, E1, and E2 out-

line the dendritic branch. Stars in E1 indicate two cell bodies. F–J: FMRP accumulation at a distal ending. Note the ending has an enlarged

bulge (white arrow) and contains a relatively lower level of MAP2 staining. F–I is an image series from different single focus planes while J

is the maximum z projection of these images. The first column (F–I) is the merged images of the second (F1–I1) and third (F2–I2) col-

umns. White lines in J, J1, and J2 outline the dendritic branch. Scale bars 5 5 lm in E2 (applies to A–E2); 5 lm in J2 (applies to F–J2).
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DISCUSSION

In this study we demonstrate: 1) high protein levels

of FMRP in neuronal dendrites of binaural brainstem

neurons in the alligator, chicken, gerbil, and human

brains; and 2) nonuniform distribution of FMRP along

dendritic branches with frequent accumulation at den-

dritic branch points and enlarged distal tips of these

neurons in alligator, chicken, and gerbil. The signifi-

cance of this intense and specialized localization of

dendritic FMRP, as well as the conservation of this

localization pattern across low-frequency hearing verte-

brate species, is discussed below. We relate these find-

ings to the implications for dendritic structural

regulation and potential implication in the pathology of

FXS and some forms of autistic spectrum disorders.

High levels of dendritic FMRP in NL and
MSO neurons

We found substantial somatic labeling of FMRP in

neurons throughout the brainstem, consistent with a

previous observation in rats (Feng et al., 1997). The

intensity of somatic FMRP immunoreactivity in NL and

MSO is notably higher in the alligator and human, but

appears similar in the chicken and gerbil, when com-

pared to adjacent brainstem neurons of the same spe-

cies. Importantly, in all four species we identified a

much higher level of dendritic FMRP in NL and MSO

neurons as compared to other brainstem regions rich in

dendrites. Although FMRP localization has been

detected in presynaptic axons (Price et al., 2006; Mura-

shov et al., 2007; Christie et al., 2009) and glial cells

Figure 11. Dendritic localization of FMRP in individual NL neurons. A: Surface rendering of a single NL neuron that was filled with a fluo-

rescent dye. The image here shows the ventral dendritic arborization and a part of the soma (right up corner). B: Overlapped FMRP immu-

noreactivity on dye-filled dendritic branches. Nonoverlapping immunoreactivity was removed using the Object Colocalization Analysis

function of the Huygens software for visualization. C: Merged image of A,B showing strong accumulation of FMRP immunoreactivity in

branch points (arrowheads) and enlarged distal tips (arrows). D: Closer view of an isolated dendritic branch in the box in C. Scale

bars 5 10 lm in C (applies to A–C); 2 lm in D.
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(Jacobs et al., 2012) in other brain regions, FMRP level

appears low in these cellular components within the

dendritic layers of NL and MSO.

Interruption of FMRP signaling may have a great

impact on cellular activities occurring within dendrites

and thus impair the normal function of neurons. The

Figure 12. FMRP immunostaining in the gerbil MSO. A–C: Immunostaining for MAP2 in a section containing the rostral MSO. B,C are the

closer views of the boxes in A. D–F: Immunostaining for FMRP taken from the same region of the same section as A–C. E,F are the closer

views of the boxes in D. Strong FMRP immunoreactivity is distributed throughout MSO in both cell bodies and dendritic layers. FMRP

intensity in MSO dendritic layers (E) is higher than the adjacent dorsal brainstem (F) which contains a high density of dendritic branches

(C). Dashed lines in A outline the boundaries of MSO and other auditory nuclei. Dorsal is up and medial is left. MSO, medial superior olive;

MNTB, medial nucleus of the trapezoid body; LNTB, lateral nucleus of the trapezoid body. Scale bars 5 100 lm in D (applies to A,D); 50

lm in F (applies to B,C and E,F).

Figure 13. Dendritic localization of FMRP immunoreactivity in the gerbil MSO. The first (A,D) and second (B,E) columns are single channels

of MAP2 and FMRP immunostaining, respectively, while the most right column (C,F) contains merged images. A–C: The overlap of FMRP

immunoreactivity with MAP2-stained dendritic branches. Dendritic FMRP forms clusters that are distributed along dendritic branches, with

high concentrations at branch points (large arrowhead) and enlarged distal tips (arrow). The small arrowheads indicate a dendritic swelling

that displays strong staining for FMRP. No branching was detected from the location of this swelling within the section. D–F: An example

of dendritic branches that contain intense FMRP immunoreactivity both along the main shaft (small arrows) and at the enlarged distal tip

(large arrow). Scale bars 5 10 lm in C (applies to A–C); 10 lm in F (applies to D–F).
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high FMRP levels in NL and MSO dendrites suggest

that they are prominent cellular targets of FMRP-

mediated translational regulation in the brainstem.

Since NL and MSO dendrites are highly specialized in

their structure and physiology for optimizing temporal

processing and ITD computation (reviewed in Carr and

Soares, 2002; Burger and Rubel, 2008; Wang et al.,

2011), interruption of FMRP signaling in NL and MSO

dendrites is expected to lead to a significant reduction

in the performance and accuracy of these types of

processing. This expectation is consistent with recent

reports that FMRP level may be used as an index of vul-

nerability of specific brain regions to the loss of FMRP

(Kogan et al., 2004a; Zangenehpour et al., 2009) and is

consistent with the positive correlations of FMRP level

with the integrity of neural anatomy (Gothelf et al.,

2008), the level of brain activities (Kwon et al., 2001;

Hoeft et al., 2007), and the performance of mediated

behaviors (Gothelf et al., 2008; K�eri and Benedek,

2009, 2011) in other brain regions that are normally

rich in FMRP.

The absolute ability of localizing a sound source or

listening in noise has not been carefully studied in

patients with FXS or other forms of autism, to our

knowledge. However, impaired temporal processing has

been identified as a common consequence of FMRP

loss in visual, auditory, and motor systems (Kogan

et al., 2004a,b; Hall et al., 2009; Tobia and Woodruff-

Pak, 2009; Farzin et al., 2011; Roy et al., 2011). In

addition, two lines of studies have demonstrated signifi-

cant effects of FMRP loss on auditory temporal proc-

essing at the brainstem level. First, significantly greater

brain activation in the brainstem (as well as other brain

regions) was detected by functional magnetic reso-

nance imaging (MRI) in patients with FXS while perform-

ing auditory temporal discrimination tasks when

compared to age-matched controls (Hall et al., 2009).

Second, in FMR1 knockout mice, neurons in the medial

nucleus of the trapezoid body (an SOC nucleus in the

auditory brainstem) lost their ability to dynamically reg-

ulate ion channels in response to changes in afferent

activity and the ability to fire with high temporal

Figure 14. Nissl stain (A) and FMRP immunoreactivity (B,C) in the human MSO. Dorsal is up and medial is left. Compared to surrounding

areas of the brainstem, MSO exhibits a much higher level of FMRP immunoreactivity, particularly in the two dendritic layers. The dashed

lines outline the boundaries of the MSO. C is a high-power image of FMRP staining in MSO, showing FMRP immunoreactivity in both cell

bodies (red arrows) and individual dendritic branches. Scale bars 5 100 lm in A (applies to A,B); 20 lm in C.
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accuracy (reviewed in Brown and Kaczmarek, 2011). It

is noted that auditory brainstem responses, synchron-

ized auditory evoked potentials from the auditory nerve

and brainstem, appear normal in the absence of FMRP

(Wisniewski et al., 1985; Miezejeski et al., 1997; Rob-

erts et al., 2005; but also see Ferri et al., 1989; Arinami

et al., 1988). One possible interpretation is that FMRP

loss-induced changes are restricted to selected cell

groups or on specific cellular activities of auditory

brainstem neurons, and thus are not measurable by

recording of auditory brainstem responses.

Specialized accumulation pattern of
dendritic FMRP

FMRP staining in NL and MSO dendrites exhibits a

granular or punctate pattern, consistent with observa-

tions in hippocampal neurons (Castr�en et al., 2001;

Antar et al., 2004, 2006) and nonneuronal cells

(Castr�en et al., 2001; Schrier et al., 2004). In cultured

hippocampal neurons, FMRP granules are localized

throughout the dendrites, into most spines, and fre-

quently clustered beneath synapses, which gives a rela-

tively uniform distribution of FMRP granules along

dendritic branches (Antar et al., 2004, 2006). In addi-

tion, the presence of clusters of FMRP granules in den-

dritic branch points was reported in the adult rat cortex

(Feng et al., 1997).

The strong accumulation pattern of FMRP at branch

points and enlarged distal tips of NL and MSO den-

drites, however, more closely resembles the localization

pattern found in developing neurites of other types of

neurons. High concentrations of FMRP were found in

existing or potential branch points (De Diego Otero

et al., 2002; Ferrari et al., 2007), as well as in growth

cones of developing neurites (Antar et al., 2006; Hengst

et al., 2006). Interestingly, NL and MSO dendrites are

also structurally similar to developing neurites. Instead

of tapering towards the tip commonly seen in most

mature neuronal types, dendritic terminations of NL

neurons are characterized by an enlarged bulge, which

is often attached with narrow filopodial-like extensions.

This structural specialization is prevalent in chicken NL

neurons after they have acquired their mature morphol-

ogy (Deitch and Rubel, 1984; Wang and Rubel, 2012;

also see Figs. 11, 12 in the current study) and juvenile

alligators (see Fig. 7 in the current study), and some-

times observed in adult gerbils (see Fig. 13 in the cur-

rent study).

These similarities suggest that FMRP may be strongly

involved in structural dynamics of dendritic arbors of

NL and MSO neurons. In chickens and gerbils, dendritic

arbors undergo dramatic and rapid reorganization in

response to changes in afferent input (Deitch and

Rubel, 1984; Russell and Moore, 1999; Sorensen and

Rubel, 2006, 2011; Wang and Rubel, 2012). Further

studies in the chicken found that this reorganization

involves selected branch addition and elimination, impli-

cating the involvement of branch-specific mechanisms

(Sorensen and Rubel, 2006; Wang and Rubel, 2012).

One model that is consistent with this specificity and

rapidity is fast switches between enlarged distal tips

and branch points (see Discussion in Wang and Rubel,

2012). That is, an ending may quickly turn into a

branch point by elongating one of its filopodial-like

extensions into a branch. Similarly, a branch point

becomes an ending if its daughter branches retract into

narrow extensions or completely disappear.

The clustering pattern of FMRP in NL/MSO dendrites

gives rise to an intriguing possibility that FMRP plays an

important role in determining the fate of individual

branches either branching out, retracting, or staying

unchanged, and/or provides quick supplies of required

proteins for such cellular events on an individual branch

basis. A strong support of this possibility comes from a

study in neurotrophin-stimulated neurites of PC12 cells

(De Diego Otero et al., 2002). High concentrations of

endogenous or EGFP-tagged FMRP granules are pre-

dominantly localized to swellings along the neurite and

in the growth cone, remarkably similar to what we see

in NL and MSO dendrites. Importantly, these swellings

along the neurite are often locations where new

branches are generated. It is interesting to note that

abnormal branch length and/or branching pattern of

neuronal dendrites in FMR1 knockout or knockin mice

are sometimes restricted to arbors of specific orders or

locations (Galvez et al., 2003; Thomas et al., 2008; Qin

et al., 2011; Till et al., 2012), indicating a differential

influence of FMRP in different branches of the same

neurons and supporting the involvement of FMRP in

branch-specific regulatable mechanisms underlying den-

dritic branching.

The observation of frequent FMRP accumulation at

branch points and enlarged distal tips should not be

taken to underestimate potential function of substantial

FMRP localization along the dendritic shaft. In addition,

single molecules or small granules of FMRP protein

may not be visualized by conventional immunocyto-

chemistry at the light microscopy level. It is possible

that FMRP proteins synthesized in the cell body are

transported to dendrites as single molecules and form

puncta or clusters at dendritic swellings as well as

branch points and enlarged distal tips for specialized

functions or for storage. This possibility is supported by

the observation that FMRP distribution can be switched

between a diffuse pattern to a granular distribution

Y. Wang et al.
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under certain conditions such as oxidative stress (Dolz-

hanskaya et al., 2006). Methods that allow sensitive

detection of single endogenous FMRP molecules with a

high resolution such as in situ proximity ligation assay

(Jarvius et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2011; Weibrecht et al.,

2013) are required to further clarify the localization of

FMRP in NL/MSO dendrites.

Chicken NL as a suitable animal model for
studying FMRP function

The unusually high expression of FMRP in NL/MSO

dendrites in the alligator, chicken, gerbil, and human

suggests that this protein is particularly important for

highly localized, dynamic regulation of structural and

functional properties in these neurons, and that this

process is highly conserved along with their bipolar

dendritic structure across vertebrate taxa. Although we

were not yet able to assess the precise localization of

FMRP with the same degree of spatial precision in

humans, the accumulation pattern of dendritic FMRP in

the dendritic bifurcations and dendritic endings in ani-

mal models further suggests that FMRP function

involves common cellular mechanisms in both nonmam-

mals and mammals. Characterization of FMRP signaling

in this system may have great potential to uncover criti-

cal functions of FMRP in the vertebrate brain and help

to identify cellular and molecular properties common to

the pathologies of FXS.

Among these low-frequency hearing vertebrates, the

chicken circuitry provides an advantageous experimen-

tal model for basic research. First, it is well docu-

mented that the organization and function of the

chicken NM/NL circuit are analogous to the VCN/MSO

circuit in mammals with low-frequency hearing and

human (Moore, 2000; Carr and Soares, 2002; Burger

and Rubel, 2008). Second, chickens have been exten-

sively used in studying binaural hearing and temporal

processing. A huge foundation of quantitative data on

the structure and physiological properties of developing

and mature NM and NL neurons is available (e.g., Rubel

and Parks, 1975; Smith, 1981; Jhaveri and Morest,

1982; Funabiki et al., 1998; Kuba et al., 2005; Burger

et al., 2005; Gao and Lu, 2008; Blackmer et al., 2009;

Sanchez et al., 2010, 2012), providing an enormous

advantage for designing experiments and interpreting

results. Third, the homogeneity and simplicity of the

chicken NM and NL enable easy manipulation of affer-

ent input and sensitive assessment of changes in den-

dritic structure and properties (e.g., Wang and Rubel,

2012). Importantly, dendritic structure of chicken NL,

rat and gerbil MSO neurons is regulated by afferent

inputs in a comparable, domain-specific pattern (Feng

and Rogowski, 1980; Deitch and Rubel, 1984; Russell

and Moore, 1999). Fourth, the ability to manipulate

gene expression with temporal control in individual

regions of the chicken brainstem in vivo has been

developed recently (Schecterson et al., 2012), which

allows in-depth exploration of the location and timing of

FMRP regulation. Finally, a number of identified or pre-

dicted FMRP targets, including the plasma membrane

calcium ATPase 2, MAP2, and high voltage-activated

potassium channel Kv3.1b, have been studied in the

chicken NL with documented function in maintaining

fundamental structure or optimizing specialized physio-

logical properties, providing promising candidates for

characterizing FMRP signaling in relationship to specific

neuronal function (Lu et al., 2004; Wang and Rubel,

2008; Wang et al., 2009; Strumbos et al., 2010; Darnell

et al., 2011).

Although not as well studied as the chicken NL, the

alligator NL provides an interesting model to study the

relationship between FMRP expression, dendritic organi-

zation, and hearing. As discovered in the current study

for the first time, the alligator NL exhibits outstanding

high expression of FMRP and dramatic dendritic gra-

dients of multiple structural properties along the tono-

topic axis of the nucleus. A recent study has nicely

demonstrated that the alligator NL adopts similar physi-

ological strategies for ITD detection as birds (Carr

et al., 2009). As the gradient of dendritic length in the

chicken NL is thought to have important functional sig-

nificance in optimizing ITD computation at particular

sound frequencies (Smith and Rubel, 1979; Kuba et al.,

2005), it is interesting to explore whether the more dra-

matic dendritic gradient in the alligator NL is associated

with the larger range of best ITD represented in the alli-

gator NL and excellent hearing ability of alligators in

both air and water (Higgs et al., 2002; Carr et al.,

2009; Vergne et al., 2009). In addition, the relatively

high level of somatic FMRP expression in alligator NL

and human MSO may implicate a common and particu-

lar requirement of FMRP in binaural processing of these

two species.
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